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I. Introduction to BOSI
Brain Orientation Suitability Inventory (BOSI) is the world’s first brain cognitive aptitude test by
Brain OS Institute, based on brain; our very foundation for thinking and acting. By analyzing the
brain orientation innate in each subject, BOSI was designed to delve into types of brain, suitable
academic major or fields, and match with others.

We at Brain OS Institute conducted a research on why people think differently, by linking
cognitive structure of a brain with the split-brain theory introduced by the 1981 Nobel Prize
laureate Roger Sperry. In addition, we have identified the process of how humans feel and
understand other subjects by applying cognitive process to the forebrain (in charge of thinking)
and hindbrain (in charge of sensory). Furthermore, we have set the basis for understanding the
fundamentals of human cognitive behavior through correlation analysis between limbic (sensory
part of the brain) and cerebral neocortex (cognitive part of the brain).

Based on these findings, we have created a three dimensional brain cognitive model by
integrating various different brain cognitive approaches, and categorized and systemized human
brain cognition into 8,192 types based on the world’s most frequently cited brain science research
findings, ranging from cognitive science, psychology, philosophy, pedagogy, and others.

Along with the theoretical analysis on brain science, we also conducted continuous studies to
examine accountability and validity of BOSI for higher accuracy, with over 500 thousand clinical
examinations and follow-up counseling for the past ten years. Furthermore, BOSI is designed to
become a groundbreaking examination which can not only provide deep-dive insights into
fundamental causes of characteristics or behaviors requiring further research, but also gain
intensive and precise understanding on the subject’s aptitude through innate and acquired
aptitudes.
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II.

Comparison

between

BOSI

and

other

Psychometric tests
1. Classification of Human Diversity
There are limits in categorizing human characteristics with existing psychological examinations.
For instance, MBTI groups our personalities into 16, and DISC categorizes into four types.
Nonetheless, these several types cannot fully explain human.
However, among all other assessments, BOSI can diagnose each individual’s orientations precisely,
thanks to 8,192 types of human orientation categorization.

2. Identifying Patterns of Behavior
The current psychological tests cannot clearly explain why one thinks and acts in a certain way,
since they merely explain the results of how a person thinks and acts.
Meanwhile, for the first time in the world, BOSI can fully interpret the cause to such thinking or
behaviors by tracking down the root cause of a person’s cognitive pattern and behavior, based on
thorough analysis on brain – the source of our thinking and acting.

3. Predicting Future Actions
Until now, only the current feelings and behaviors were interpreted by existing psychometry.
Therefore, no available means were available to find out their innate aptitude or future.
However, BOSI illustrates how an innate aptitude evolved under certain surroundings, and also
shows high predictability on how a person will make such decisions in which circumstance.
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III. Scope & Application of BOSI

- Examined Attributes
1. Identity
Who am I, and what kind of person am I?
Everyone has their own orientation to specific parts of the brain. Therefore, we feel, think, and act
differently according to our inclinations on the brain. By analyzing your brain orientation, we can
tell your identity.

2. Potentiality
What are my hidden potentials?
Every one of us has a great giant hidden beneath our deepest minds. To this end, BOSI helps you
find your hidden potentials by analyzing your innate brain orientation. The results can highlight
your strengths and help you compliment your shortfalls.

3. Job matching
What will be my dream job?
You can excel and become a distinguished expert in a field you enjoy working. BOSI can
maximize your work efficiency by finding out which job and position suit you the best.

4. People matching
Who will go along well with me?
Finding the best partner is important than anything else. BOSI can help you establish creative
team and organizational culture for the best outcomes. This can be achieved by looking into the
right (or wrong) kind of people who can create the strongest (or weakest) synergy with your brain.
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- Application of BOSI

1. Career-path building
BOSI helps test participants set their career paths in an efficient manner, based on cross-linked
database analysis on your innate aptitude and current major to identify your shortfalls.

2. Entrepreneurship
We find the best business item just right for you, and also search for your perfect co-founder
who can do business well with you and create synergy. This will allow you to keep your young
business running much longer than others, by enabling you to tackle the most difficult tasks you
might face when incubating your business.
.
3. Company Recruiting
BOSI can help job applicants select and apply for jobs which suit their aptitudes. For businesses,
BOSI helps HR managers cherry-pick core talents well fit for their needs by gaining insights into
applicants’ potentials. Furthermore, companies can significantly increase work efficiency by staffing
talents at right positions, and retain competent employees in the first place.

4. Building Creative Teams
BOSI helps leaders to set creative teams with members who can harness their brain power to
create synergy. Lead your team projects to success with BOSI; whether in a business or start-ups,
or building teams which can produce the best outcomes in any given organization.
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IX. What is BOSI?
There is no good or bad brain. There is only a compatible brain.
Brain Orientation Suitability Inventory (BOSI) is an aptitude test which is designed to delve into
the types of brain, suitable academic major or fields, and match with others. Based on brain
science research findings, BOSI allows you to design the academic or career paths best suited for
your brain type among out 8,192 brain categories.

1. Right/Left Brain Type

Index showing Right/Left brain orientation

Brain orientation can also be described as your innate brain type. Everyone has his or her own
method of brain orientation. Here, brain orientation was categorized into a total of eight types
(four right-brain and four left-brain oriented types) based on how your brain perceives, conceives,
and behaves when you are exposed to external stimulation. Find more about your type of brain
orientation in the following eight types.
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(1) Intuitive Right Brain
Right-brain oriented with great intuition, with keen sensitivity, fast processing, and skillful
response. Adequate careers include entertainment such as comedian, actor, singer, dancer, etc.
In addition, artistic endeavors include designer and artist, or TV series or comedy writers. In
daily activities, these people tend to excel at cooking, beauty styling and others.

(2) Perceptive Right Brain
Shows advanced interpersonal communication skills, and can catch or respond mental and
mood changes easily and quickly. Prospective career paths include entertainment such as TV
series or comedy writers, counselling, PR and marketing, interpersonal service, media and
communication, and HR-related positions.

(3) Strategic Right Brain
These people show great insights into the future with strategic thinking, and mostly show high
level of realistic sensibility and make reasonable decisions. Recommended areas include those
which require good interpersonal skills including PR and marketing, business management,
politics, diplomacy and strategy, organization management, and leadership.

(4) Conceptual Right Brain
With sophisticated rational thinking, these people show evenly balanced opinions, and can
juggle between reasonable and radical thinking. Adequate areas include those which need
strong mathematical intuition, such as finance, accounting, mathematics, physics, statistics, logic,
media reporting, and journalism.

(5) Logical Left Brain
With great concept-building competencies, these people are great at setting, designing, and
realizing their unique concepts. Best possible career paths include philosophy, sociology, policy
planning, IT, newspaper reporting, and concept designing.

(6) Scientific Left Brain
With great competency in experimenting and researching, these people look into their research
subjects based on strong inquisition through experiments. Adequate areas of interest include
natural and medical science which require unique perspective when observing and
experimenting, such as biology, geoscience, and chemistry. Other prospective career paths
include hard-boiled humanities, including economics and history.
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(7) Integrative Left Brain
Strong at inquiring and converging various areas in a new way, and have excellent capabilities
in applying theories into practice. Prospective jobs are mainly distributed in the electric and
electronic, computer, chemical or architectural engineering.

(8) Engineering Left Brain
With excellent analytic and problem-solving skills, these people excel at analyzing and
categorizing their research subjects, driven by strong intellectual curiosity. Adequate career
paths include engineering jobs related to physics, including metal, civil, and mechanical
engineering positions.

2. Brain/Environment Adaption Index
Receptivity Type

Index showing sensibility, insight, and creativity

Right-brain activation can be described as the “relationship between brain and the environment,”
which shows how your innate brain was affected by your surroundings. In particular, excess
studying or continuous stress can cause negative impact on activating your right-brain. Each type
describes the level of your sensibility, creativity, linguistic sense, practicality, artistic sensibility,
creativity, and more.

(1) Realistic
Practically-driven, and does not fantasize idealism.

(2) Controlled
Tries to remain calm than actively expressing one’s sensibilities.

(3) Creative
Full of colorful sensitivity and creativity.
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(4) Artistically Imaginative
Right-brain oriented, with great artistic imaginations and creativity.

(5) Scientifically Imaginative
Left-brain oriented, with excellent imaginative and scientific creativity.

3. Brain-based Behavior Index
1) Leadership Type Index showing passion, energy, and desire for
challenges
This behavioral orientation explains your passion and challenging spirit. You can tell how you are
good at leading others based on your level of progressiveness. Here, you can also identify
whether you can be a leader who persuade and lead others to achieve the common goals. Check
which type of leadership you possess among various leadership types according to your level of
progressiveness.

(1) Steady Leadership
Stays away from starting something new.

(2) Balanced Leadership
A soft but strong leader who makes careful decisions.

(3) Passionate Leadership
A leader who pursues his/her goals in a harmonious way.

(4) Dynamic Leadership
Right-brain oriented and charismatic leaders who aspires to guide their followers.

(5) Proficient Leadership
Left-brain oriented leaders who show professionalism in his/her given area of expertise
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2) Sociability Type

Index showing thoughtfulness for others

This shows the level of consideration to others, explaining how a subject is tolerant or selfish
based on his/her nature of mingling and treating others. In addition, you can predict the range of
his/her social skills or adaptability to organizational culture.

(1) Reserved
Thrives on independent lifestyle.

(2) Practical
Gets along well only with those of his/her liking.

(3) Interactive
Puts highest priority on building relationships with others.

(4) Devoted
Right-brain oriented people who show unconditional love for others.

(5) Pure at Heart
Left-brain oriented people who respect and show candid feelings to others.

3) Fulfillment Type

Index showing work completion

This behavioral tendency lets you know how a person completes his/her task diligently. Each type
gives a glimpse of the level of practicality and its consequences. Practical orientation allows you
to check your studying habits, focus on the given tasks, exemplary lifestyle, academic
performances and more.

(1) Self-directed
Strongly reluctant to be restricted by organization or system.

(2) Discerning
Choose and implement only the tasks which the subject is inclined to.
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(3) Responsible
Take full responsibility and carry out given tasks.

(4) Perfectionist
Makes tireless efforts with unyielding execution

4) Physicality Type

Index showing physical activity

This is a behavioral tendency found in people who is inclined to solve issues on-site with their
body. By analyzing the level of physical movement of each type, BOSI allows you to understand
how subjects solve issues. Therefore, testers can find out whether the subject is a static problemsolver or a person who wants to confront the issues directly using their bodies.
(1) Sedentary
A silent type who enjoys leisurely and freehanded time.

(2) Selective
Physically active, yet at the same time lazy.

(3) Active
Thrives on physical activities.

(4) Athletic
Shows significantly high level of physical energy.
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